An important precondition for the success of the Semantic Web is founded on the principle that the content of web pages will be semantically annotated. This paper proposes a method of automatically acquiring semantic annotations (AASA). In the AASA method, we employ a combination of data mining and optimization to acquire semantic annotations. Key features of AASA include combining association rules, inference mechanism, genetic algorithm and self-organizing map to create semantic annotations, and using the k-nearest-neighbor query combined with simulated annealing to maintain semantic annotations.
Introduction
The success of the Semantic Web depends on the availability of ontologies as well as on the proliferation of web pages annotated with metadata conforming to these ontologies [1] . Therefore, how to improve the ability to annotate the content of web pages with semantic information is a critical issue. Semantic annotations, which use ontologies as indexing vocabularies, may add semantic terms to documents that cannot be derived directly from the content of those documents [2] .
Generally, there are three classes of methods of acquiring semantic annotations [3] . Firstly, semantic annotations are manually produced as in Annotea + Amaya, Yawas, Edutella, SHOE, OntoAnnotate, HTML-A, WebKB, Karina, Mangrove, and SMORE. In these systems, it is possible that humans provide extremely fine-grained semantic annotations but these systems overly depend on human annotators' experience such as the annotator's familiarity with the annotated domain, and motivation and amount of training [4] . Manual annotation is time consuming and expensive. In addition, it is difficult for millions of documents to be annotated and therefore in this framework, annotation is mainly statically associated with the documents. Secondly, semantic annotations are semi-automatically produced as in MnM, Melita, OntoAnnotate, Teknowledge, and IMAT. These systems presuppose a certain amount of manually annotated pages on top of which the system can be trained. However, even with machine assistance, this is an arduous, time consuming and error-prone task. Thirdly, semantic annotations are automatically produced as in AeroDAML KIM, MnM, and Magpie. This class of method automatically identifies all entities in existing documents. These systems overcome the burden of manual training of the system. However, not all the annotation is reliable. Therefore, there is an urgent need to solve the robust problem with respect to noise.
We propose a method, AASA (Automatically Acquiring Semantic Annotations), of automatically acquiring semantic annotations. The AASA method is a way to produce semantic annotations automatically. The AASA method is different from the other existing methods that automatically produce semantic annotations in that AASA employs a combination of association rules, inference mechanism, genetic algorithm and self-organizing map to create semantic annotations and uses a combination of the k-nearest-neighbor query with simulated annealing to maintain semantic annotations. The method can find more useful semantic information, improve precision, and manage semantic annotations easily.
The AASA method
The AASA method consists mainly of the CAI and ICGA algorithms for the automatic creation of semantic annotations, and the MSA algorithm for the automatic maintenance of semantic annotations. In the AASA method, semantic annotations are acquired from semantic relationships. Class hierarchy is used to describe semantic relationships.
The creation of semantic annotations
We propose the CAI algorithm for the discovery of semantic relationships. Based on the CAI algorithm, we then propose the ICGA algorithm for the construction of a class hierarchy to describe semantic annotations.
The CAI algorithm Different users have different expectations of available information.
For example, if one person is a professor, we may expect to find related semantic information such as his research interests, publications, research projects, etc. Thus the identification of association relationships between concepts is very important. Data mining techniques can find the existing patterns in the data. However, it is not possible to encode all the relevant relationships as rules, because they are not all well known. The existing relationships in the knowledge base provide scope for discovering new relationships. Based on the existing association instances acquired from the association rules algorithm, new meaningful relationships can be discovered through an inferential process. Accordingly, based on the idea above, we propose the CAI (Creating Association Instances) algorithm to discover semantic relationships, in order to annotate web pages.
We assume that the entities in the ontologies semantically connected are modeled as a directed labeled graph, wherein each node corresponds to an entity and each arc is labeled with a property type. The CAI algorithm is employed to find associate entities. The CAI algorithm sets out from the largest frequency itemset, and uses the pruning strategy in the APRIORI algorithm [5] . That is, the subsets of frequency itemsets must also be frequency itemsets. In the CAI algorithm, if a larger item is a frequency itemset, it is unnecessary to decide if its sub-item is a frequency itemset, and the sub-items are pruned. If a larger item is not a frequency itemset, its sub-items should be ordered Lixin Han et al.
according to the predefined support -as those items with larger support are more likely to be a part of the frequency itemsets. The CAI algorithm is described below:
Input: path set Output: associate entities {count all path frequency; while path set < < > >nil {fetch the largest path l n from path set; if l n is a frequency itemset then delete all sub-path in the path from the path set; else { order by frequency in all l n-1 ; while {l n-1 }< < > >nil {if l n-1 is a frequency itemset then delete all sub-path in the path from the path set; else {l n-1 } = { l n-1 }-l n-1 ; if {l n-1 } = nil then n = n-1; } } } employ the frequency itemsets to find the association rules with the least confidence; acquire path statistics; discover associate entities; define some rules from association instances; store these rules into the knowledge base; the widely used Jena2's inference mechanism [6] [7] [8] [9] is used to infer semantic associations from the existing rules in the knowledge base in order to discover the more meaningful associate entities; } In contrast to the widely used APRIORI algorithm, the CAI algorithm uses the top-down strategy for search space. Because it uses the bottom-up strategy for search space, the APRIORI algorithm can be applied to shorter frequency itemsets. However, when the path is longer, the APRIORI algorithm is less efficient. To solve this problem, the CAI algorithm has to give up the bottom-up strategy.
In addition, the data mining algorithms such as the APRIORI algorithm do not easily find more meaningful association instances, while the CAI algorithm provides the inference mechanism to find more useful semantic relationships.
Constructing the class hierarchy
The class hierarchy can be constructed from the associate entities. The SCH algorithm is used to construct a map grid. Based on the SCH algorithm, the ICGA algorithm is used to construct the class hierarchy.
SCH algorithm
The SCH (Introduce the SOM to Construct Class Hierarchy) algorithm introduces the self-organizing map (SOM) algorithm [10] to automatically construct a map grid. The SOM is an unsupervised-learning neural-network method of producing a similarity graph of input data [11] .
The SCH algorithm is described below:
Input: a set of associate entities {x} Output: a map grid {Given the initial weight W i (i = 1,2,….,N), given maxno is the maximum iteration number; t = 1;
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In this algorithm, t is the index of the regression step and the regression is performed for each presentation of a sample of x, denoted as x(t); α(t) is a learning rate function; m(x(t)) is the model that matches best with x(t); and h m(x(t)) (t) is the neighborhood function.
The SCH algorithm is explained in detail as follows:
(A) Learning rate
where 0< α(t)<1: learning rate factor α(t) decreases monotonically with the regression steps.
The neighborhood function where δ(t) corresponds to the width of the neighborhood function h m(x(t)) (t), which decreases monotonically with the regression steps. δ(0) = √2 -(Q-1) (Q is the side length of a square) and δ(maxno) = 0.13.
ICGA algorithm Genetic algorithms (GAs) were introduced by Holland [12] . Genetic algorithms borrow their processes from the Darwinian natural process of survival. Genetic algorithms are population-based algorithms where variation is brought in by mutation and crossover. By emulating biological selection and reproduction, GAs can efficiently search through the solution space of complex problems. Therefore, genetic algorithms offer an opportunity to solve various complex problems, even without constructing their formal models.
To improve the ability to divide the map into a class hierarchy, the ICGA (Improving Clustering Using Genetic Algorithms) algorithm is used to construct a class hierarchy in order to give the greatest improvement to the clustering accuracy.
The ICGA algorithm is different from those used in previous work [11, 13, 14] in that the ICGA algorithm essentially uses a combination of SOM with the genetic algorithm to build a class hierarchy, in order to find a combination that would yield better results than each of its composing processes alone.
In the ICGA algorithm, all the chromosomes in the population compete to construct a class hierarchy. Each chromosome in the population of the genetic algorithm corresponds to a cluster scheme. Each chromosome contains a set of genes. Each gene in a chromosome is specified by a pair of parameters (e, c), where e is an element of the map, and c is the corresponding cluster's centroid.
The chromosome score is calculated as the sum of the gene evaluation. The chromosome score is defined as follows: chromosome score = k i = 1 d ij , where d ij is the distance between the element e i and the cluster's centroids c j . The distance metric is calculated using the cosine similarity formula. The fitness of the chromosome is the ability of a chromosome to classify a map. The fitness function is defined as follows:
where H is the number of cluster schemes, and k is the total number of genes in a chromosome, i.e. the number of elements in the map.
The ICGA algorithm is described below:
Input: probability of crossover P c (t), probability of mutation P m (t), size of the population N Output: a class hierarchy {the SCH algorithm is used to construct a map grid; according to the location of the element in the map, randomly choose the number of cluster; t = 0; initialize P(t); evaluate P(t); while t > size and P(t)<>P(t+1) // size is a predetermined value, P(t) = P(t+1) denotes that the average quality of the population does not improve the number of generations { P'(t) = crossover (P(t)); P''(t) = mutation(P'(t)); evaluate (P''(t)); Fitness = α×Fitness+β; //Fitness is a self-adjusting fitness value, α is a shift factor chosen uniformly in the interval [0, 2], and β is a scaling factor chosen uniformly in the interval [−1, 1]
In this algorithm, P(t) denotes a population of N individuals at generation t. An offspring population P' (t) is generated using the crossover operator from the population P(t). P''(t) is generated using the mutation operator from the population P'(t). The offspring individuals are evaluated by calculating the fitness objective function values Fitness(x) for each of the solutions x represented by individuals in P''(t). The selection operator based on the fitness values is used to get better solutions.
The ICGA algorithm is explained in detail below:
The arithmetic crossover is an operator for real encoded genomes in which an offspring genome is generated by the weighted mean of each gene in the two parent genomes. The effect of the crossover operator is defined as follows: x′ = w×x 1 +(1−w)×x 2 , where x 1 and x 2 are the genomes of the parents. The weight w is generated according to the uniform distribution U(0, 1).
With the increase in the number of iterations, the self-adjusting P c decreases. P c is described as follows: P c (t) = K/(β×t), where t is the number of iterations, β ∈(0,1), and K is a scaling factor for P c (t) ∈ (0,1).
(B) Mutation operator The mutation operator is performed by adding a normally distributed random vector z
The effect of the mutation operator is defined as follows: 3×N(0,1) ),
With the increase in the number of iterations, the self-adjusting P m decreases. P m is described as follows: P m (t) = β/t 3 , where t is the number of iterations and β ∈ (0,1). (C) Selection operator The selection operator is an essential process in genetic algorithms. The selection operator removes individuals with a low fitness and drives the population towards better solutions. An important aspect of selection is the selection pressure, which governs the individual's survival rate.
It is important to balance the selection pressure. Too strong pressure leads to premature convergence. On the other hand, too low pressure leads to very slow convergence.
We choose the widely used tournament selection [15] as the selection operator. Tournament selection can consider fine-tuning the selective pressure by increasing or decreasing the tournament size. In addition, tournament selection is easy to implement and computationally efficient.
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Tournament selection is described below: {j = 0; while (j < |P(t)|) {pick two random individuals I 1 and I 2 in P(t); compare the fitness of I 1 and I 2 ; insert a copy of the fitter individual in P(t + 1) at position j; j = j+1; } }
The maintenance of semantic annotations
The maintenance of semantic annotations updates some parts of the semantic annotations as well as promoting the automated modification of minor relations into the existing semantic annotations. This does not change the major concepts and structures but makes the semantic annotations more precise.
We propose the ISAE algorithm to evaluate the nodes close enough to the class. Based on the ISAE algorithm, we then propose the MSA algorithm for maintaining the semantic annotations.
The ISAE algorithm
Simulated annealing is a generalization of a Monte Carlo method of examining the equations of state and frozen states of n-body systems [16] . The concept is based on the way in which liquids freeze or metals recrystallize in the process of annealing. The generalization of this Monte Carlo approach to combinatorial problems through analogy is straightforward [17, 18] . The major difficulty in the implementation of the algorithm is that there is no obvious analogy for the temperature T with respect to a free parameter in the combinatorial problem. Furthermore, avoiding the entrainment in local minima depends on the 'annealing schedule', the choice of initial temperature, how many iterations are performed at each temperature, and how much the temperature decreases at each step as cooling proceeds [19] .
We propose a simulated annealing algorithm ISAE (Introduce Simulated Annealing for Evaluation) that introduces simulated annealing to evaluate the nodes close enough to the class. The simulated annealing algorithm can be used to globally optimize an objective function. The ISAE algorithm ensures the local solution is rejected, the optimal solution is rejected the optimal solution is obtained and the computing workload is reduced. The time complexity of the ISAE algorithm is O(sum×len×p), where sum is iterative step, len is the maximum length Markov chain, and p is the number of entities.
The ISAE algorithm is based on the following solution form:
(1) The solution space is {class}, where a class consists of some attributes. 
In contrast to the widely used simulated annealing algorithm [17, 20] , there are three features in the ISAE algorithm. Firstly, the ISAE algorithm can adapt the temperature by itself. Therefore it is regarded as a time after time optional process. On the one hand, the Boltzmann factor exp(−∆f/t) increases with t. This is useful to break away the current local optimal solution and to increase the step length in order to look for a better new solution. On the other hand, when an acceptable rate Lixin Han et al.
meets the given condition, the program can end so as to reduce the computing workload. Secondly, local optimization techniques are employed instead of choosing randomly a new solution in order to compute a local optimal solution. Thirdly, the local optimal solution is recorded during the annealing process, in order to protect the current optimal solution from being rejected. Therefore the ISAE algorithm is an intelligent algorithm.
The MSA algorithm
Based on the ISAE algorithm, we propose the MSA (Maintenance of Semantic Annotations) algorithm that introduces a k-nearest-neighbor query method [21] to maintain semantic annotations. The MSA algorithm is used to insert the specified class into the class hierarchy or to delete the specified class from the class hierarchy. We employ the B+ -tree that basically becomes a linear search for high dimensional data. The time complexity of the MSA algorithm is O(hnumber ×cnumber × log 2 cnumber), where hnumber is the number of layers in a class hierarchy and cnumber is the number of classes. The MSA algorithm is described below:
Input: a class hierarchy, a specified class Output: insert this class into the class hierarchy or delete this class from the class hierarchy {the children of the root node are added to a queue; while the queue is not empty {a node is taken off the queue; the following ISAE algorithm is used to evaluate whether the node and any of its descendants are close enough to the class; if the specified class is inserted into a class hierarchy then if the node and any of its descendants are not close enough to the class then the subtree represented is discarded by this node; else if the node is not a leaf node then the children of this node are added to a queue; else { the class is inserted into the leaf node; if there are 'too many' classes in the leaf node then {the leaf nodes are split; some classes in the leaf nodes are reassigned to the othercenters that may increase the least squared error; } if the class is farthest from any cluster center then a new cluster center is introduced; } if the specified class is deleted from a class hierarchy then if the node and any of its descendants are not close enough to the class then the subtree represented is discarded by this node; else if the node is not a leaf node then the children of this node are added to a queue; else { the class is deleted from the leaf node; if there are 'too few' classes in the leaf node then the neighboring leaf nodes are merged; } some new rules are generated from the updated class hierarchy; these rules are stored in the knowledge base; the widely used Jena2's inference mechanism is used to infer semantic associations from the existing rules in the knowledge base in order to discover more meaningful semantic relationships; } } Lixin Han et al.
In contrast to Li et al. [22] and Roussopoulos et al. [21] , the MSA algorithm is a hybrid algorithm of both k-nearest-neighbor query and simulated annealing for maintaining semantic annotations. The MSA algorithm employs a simulated annealing algorithm ISAE to improve search efficiency.
Experimental results
In the experiments, the experimental programs are mostly written in MATLAB 7.1. We applied the self-organizing map algorithm to automatically construct a map grid. From 36 animal entities, 167 features were extracted to construct a map grid. Every animal entity corresponds to the feature set that consists of three to five features. The element vector a ij in a two-dimensional vector space represents the ith feature set that appears in the jth entity. Using the link distance function (linkdist) as the distance function, the SOM consists of a set of 36 nodes arranged in a two-dimensional grid with weight vector attached to each node. The evolutionary process of the self-organizing map algorithm is shown in Figures 1-7 .
Based on the self-organizing map algorithm, we applied the genetic algorithm to construct class hierarchy. The experimental results of the genetic algorithm are shown in Figure 8 , where the population type is Double Vector, the scaling function is Rank, the selection function is Tournament, the mutation function is Gaussian, and the crossover function is Intermediate. Figure 8 shows that the average distance between individuals is suitable, so the diversity of the population is not too high or too low. The diversity of the population is a very important factor for the performance of the genetic algorithm. Thus, the genetic algorithm might perform well.
Related work
Handschuh and Staab [23] provide a comprehensive framework, CREAM, for creating annotationsrelational metadata in particular, which is the foundation of the Semantic Web. CREAM comprises inference services, crawler, document management system, ontology guidance, and a meta-ontology. Specially, CREAM allows the creation of relational metadata, i.e. metadata that instantiate interrelated definitions of classes in a domain ontology rather than a comparatively rigid template, such as the schema in Dublin Core. Later, Handschuh et al. [24] refer to the framework as deep annotation, an original framework to provide semantic annotations for large sets of data. Deep annotation leaves semantic data in database systems. They incorporate the means of server-side markup that allows the user to define semantic mappings by using OntoMat-Annotizer. An ontology and mapping editor and an inference engine are then used to investigate and exploit the resulting descriptions. Later, Cimiano et al. [1] propose PANKOW, a novel approach towards the Self-Annotating Web, which employs an unsupervised, pattern-based approach to categorize instances with regard to a given ontology. This approach combines the idea of using linguistic patterns to identify certain ontological relations as well as the idea of using the web as a big corpus to overcome the problems of data sparseness. PANKOW has been conceived for the annotation framework CREAM [23] and has been implemented in OntoMat 4 using queries to the web service API of GoogleTM. With regard to the range, they have only covered the relationship between instances and their concepts, not other relationships between instances.
Vargas-Vera et al. [25] describe MnM, an ontology-based annotation tool that provides both automated and semi-automated support for annotating web pages with semantic contents. MnM integrates a web browser with an ontology editor and provides open APIs to link to ontology servers and to integrate information extraction tools. MnM can be seen as an early example of the next-generation ontology editors, as it is web-based and oriented to semantic markup, and provides mechanisms for the large-scale automatic markup of web pages. Within this work they have focused on creating a generic process model to develop semantically enriched web content. In addition, their process model is generic with respect to the specific ontology server and information extraction technologies used.
Dill et al. [15] describe Seeker, a platform for large-scale text analytics. Built on the Seeker platform, SemTag is an application that performs automated semantic tagging. The Seeker platform can provide highly scalable core functionality to support the needs of SemTag and other automated In contrast to the above work, AASA employs a combination of data mining and optimization to acquire semantic annotations. AASA employs a combination of association rules, inference mechanism, genetic algorithms, and the SOM for the creation of semantic annotations. Moreover, it employs a combination of k-nearest-neighbor query and simulated annealing for the maintenance of semantic annotations.
Conclusion
With the emergence of the Semantic Web [33] , annotating web pages with ontology-derived semantic tags plays an important role. In this paper, we propose a method called AASA for automatically acquiring semantic annotations. In the AASA method, semantic annotations are acquired from semantic relationships. Class hierarchy is used to describe semantic relationships. We employ a combination of data mining and optimization to acquire semantic annotations. In the creation of semantic annotations, the CAI algorithm is used to discover semantic relationships. Based on the CAI algorithm, the ICGA algorithm is used to construct a class hierarchy to describe semantic annotations. In the maintenance of semantic annotations, ISAE algorithm is used to evaluate the nodes close enough to the class. Based on the ISAE algorithm, the MSA algorithm is used to maintain semantic annotations. The method can find more useful semantic information, improve precision, and manage semantic annotations easily.
